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Did the GopTs really love Krsna? : Some
reff ections on Bhakti as a Purusartha

in the Indian Tradit ion

The Gopis are the perfect example of the ideal that bhakti

as a puruganha is supposed to seek in the Indian tradition.

And, amongst the Gop-is, it is Ridh-a who exemplifies it to

perfection. The exemplification of the ideal, however, divides into

two neatly separated parts, the one when KIg4. is there and the

other when he leaves the eternal abode of love and the GopIs

have to live without him. The former is the land of eternal

dalliance; the latter of the eternal memory which recreates and

relives in it. In the former state, Kqs-ng seeks the GopTs as much

as they seek him, though the texts do not clarify whether the

seeking on both the sides is equai, reciprocal and

complementary. But though there may be some doubt about

this in the first state, there can be hardly any doubt about its

absence in the second state. Here, only the CopG pine for him:

he hardly remembers them and scarcely, if ever, remembers the

delightful days he had passed in their company.

Yet, though the God" are shown as "living" eternaily in the

memory of those days they had passed with Krsna, they never

make the slightest effort to seek him out and meet him once

more, or even try to find where he is or how he is.



It is, however, not only the Gof" who seem totally

disinterested in finding where Kl:?u is or in making any effort

to meet him, even though they remember him all the time and,

in fact, live in his memories. Nanda and Yo$od6, who are both

his foster-parents and with whom he has grown up as a child,

do the same. There is no evidence that either YoJodd or Nanda

ever tried to meet Krgqa or even tried to find anything about

him. Parents are normally over-anxious about their children

even when they have grown up, but Yos6da and Nanda are

never shown as being such. In fact, they are not shown even as

'living'in his memory or pining for his presence, as the Gopis

invariably are. This is, or should be, surprised as all the

childhood stories of Krsna are always narrated and sung in the

context of Vo$da's love for him as a chiid.

The same is true of all this boyhood friends as none of

them try to meet him. They are not even shown as remembering

or pining for him. SudImE, of course, is the exception, but he

was a friend of student days and though the story is generally

treated as a great example of friendship, it is nothing of the

kind. Not only is Krsna shown as thinking of Sud6m6 or talking

about him before he comes to meet him on the insistence of his

wife, but even after the visit K{"_1ra neither tries to establish any

contact with him nor makes any effort ro rneet him.



Thus, neither the Gopls nor the foster-parents, Nanda and

Yo{odd, nor the friends of boyhood or student days ever make

the slightest effort to meet KTgt]" aft.er he has left them for the

adult world that he inevitably encounters as he leaves childhood

and adolescence behind him. Krsna, on his part, neuer looks

back-no, not even to Yos'odd who loved him so much as a

child, or even the Gopls who loved him so intensely in another

way.

The adult loves of Krsna are dyed in a different colour: they

lack the intensity and passion of adolescent love. Also, they end

in marriage and thus, do not symbolize what Radha has come to

epitomize in the bhakti tradition of India. Who ever thinks of

Rukmani or Satyabhima or the innumerable other wives

(whom) he had in the context of the ideal state of 'loving

consciousness' imagined in the Indian tradition? Yet, as

everybody knows, RAdhA is a latecomer in the "crafting" of the

ideal and one wonders what happened to the Visnu-centered

bhakti of the Pancardtra tradition opted for and fostered by all

the non-advaitic dcaryas before Vallabha and Caitanya

appeared on the scene.

The replacement, or even the identification of Brahman

with Visnu and later of Visnu with K{q+. in the Vedantic

tradition of India has seldom been noticed or emphasized. The

unbelievable assertion of Madhusildana Saraswati. the author
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of the Aduaitasiddhi, that he did not know of any reality other

than, or superior to, KfgT"; ('tlsnat param kimapi tattua aham

najandl attests to this. The cult of Visnu was, of course, far

more widespread than the belief in Brahman which had few

takers even among the philosophical community in India before

Sankara appeared on the scene in the early eighth century A.D.

as shown by the absence of any commentary on tlne Brahma

SJtras before him. But though Kqgna was regarded as an

auatlra of Visnu, it was the latter who was the object of

devotion and worship as is evident by the fact that the eminent

Vc1ryas from Yimuna onwards opted for devotion and worship

of him rather than of Krsna.

This, in a sense, is surprising as it was in the south that

we find the earliest evidence of intensely passionate, devotional

love poetry addressed to Klgla. Also, it was there that the

fountainhead of all bhakti texts in the bhakti tradition, that is,

the #mad" Bhaguada, was composed. The name of Andal, the

Mira of the South, is well known in this connection and Wilheim

Hardy has discussed most of the related facts in his book viraha

Bhakti which is devoted to this subject. Also, all the lcaryas

accepted the authority of the irmaa Bt{aguada and yet, for

some reason, opted for the bhakti of Visnu rather than that of

Krsna in their writing, as we noted earlier. possibly they did not

like the amorous element and the erotic flavour of the Andal

tradition and hence chose as obiect of their worship and
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devotion a god who had hardly any association with romantic

passion.

If the successive replacement of Brahaman by Visnu and of

Visnu by Krsna have not been the subject of much discussion

or investigation in the literature concerned with the

development of the bhakti tradition in India, the replacement of

the Krsna of the Mahdbhdrata first by that of the Shmad

Bhdguada and then by that of the GTta Gouind"a has hardly

attracted any attention either. It is true that Bankim made a

valiant attempt to resuscitate the Krsna of the Udhabherata in

the present century but, as everybody'knows, he hardiy had

success in his enterprise. The attempt of many others to do

same through emphazing the karma-centric message of the

met the same fate. In fact, the well-known commentators on

text have systematically ignored its incorporation in

Mahabharata and the context in which it was delivered.

The complete overshadowing of the Krsna of the

Mahabhdrata by that of the Shmad Bhdguad.a and the dto

Gouinda is a phenomenon that has not received sufficient

attention by the students of the bhakti tradition in'rndia. what

exactly was that element in the later texts which increasingly

appealed more and more to those who wanted to pursue the

feeling-centered path of devotion in the Indian tradition? Did the

personality of Krsna as depicted in the Mahabhdrata have

any

the

Gita
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elements which were incompatible with the development of an

intensely emotional, and even passionate relationship to him in

the usual sense of these words?

These are questions that need to be discussed and explored

in detail if one wants to understand the ideal of bhakti as a

purusartha in the tradition.

The Krsna of the MahAbflArata is not a child or a young

adolescent whose life is centered in play or dreams of love. He is

a fully grown, mature adult deeply immersed in the poiiticai

events of this times and engaged in the most diflicult problem of

tackling the moral conflicts that arise therein. .The issues

relating to dharma in the lield of public life are his central

concern and all these converge in the central issue of whether

war should be waged in the defence of dharma or not.

But how can such a KrsTa be the object of that passionate

yearning and love which is at the heart of that which is

symbolized by Gof" in the Indian tradition? tie tWahabhdrata

does not breathe the atmosphere of the Slimad Bhaguada much

less of the Gita Gouind"a. There is no doubt that the aura of

divine supereminence surrounds his personaiity and that there

is Arjun who may be said to be the closest to what is regarded

as a bhakta in the tradition. It is the sakha bhaia, the friendly

mode of devotion, recognized as one of the five modes which

bhakti may take in relation to the Lord. But friendliness is a
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different thing from 'love'. Is it being suggested that the one

possible bhakti-relationship with the Ktq4" typified in the

IvfanaUnarata can only be that which is represented by Arjuna?

The relationship itself is referred to by Arjuna in those terms,

specially in the context of the Viiwa-ilpa dar(ana in the

eleventh canto of the Cita. The vi(va.frp" occurs twice in the

Mahabharata and twice in the Blfaguada. The lirst time it

occurs in the court of Duryodhana when he tries to prevent Sri

Krsna from leaving after the failure of his last attempt to avert

war between the two camps. It is a poor first draft of the later

magnificent version that occurs in the eleventh canto of the

Gita. There he begs to be forgiven if he had said anything

jokingly, or in jest or play, not knowing the 'real' nature of

Krsrra. But what is more disturbing in the situation is that this

"real" reality which cannot be seen by ordinary eyes, is so

'frightening' that Arjuna implores him to assume his previous

form so that he can have normal feelings towards him.

But the ui{warupa was the 'real' K{:q., and to behold it

one had to be given 'diuya caksu' or divine eyes, since no

normal eye could ever see it. Not only this, if Arjuana's

statement is to be believed, one could not even have normal

human feelings towards that "real" reality of Krsna which was

embodied in the ui{waripa. Does it, then, mean that as a

human being one cannot 'love' the 'real' K{91^, not even as a

friend, much less as a 'lover? The Gopls did not seek Krsna
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after he left Vrindaban as they wanted to preserve unsullied the

memory of the K{".q" they had loved. Had they gone to seek and

find him perhaps they, too, like Arjuana, might have said "Krsla

assume thy original form so that we may love thee as we had

done before." The 'real'form of the adult Kfq4. would have been

as inimical to their love, as the uittuarupa was to Arjuna's

feeling of friendship towards him.

The Siimad Bt{aguad.ahas also two versions, both shown to

Yosoda by the child Kf?Ta. The first occurs while the baby

K{qt}" just yawns, while the other appears to be more deliberate

as it occurs when he is accused of eating earth and asked to

open his mouth to prove that he has not done so. (See the

Srimad Bhdguad"a, X Canto). These two viJvar-upas, however,

arouse only wonder and not terror, as is the case with the two

visvarupas in the Mahabhdrata. They also seem more mature as

they are more unitary in the sense that Yas'odd sees herself

along with all the others in both of them. But the element of

Death and Destruction is missing in them. There is no vision of

Times, the All-Destroyer, as was asserted in the Gi-ta. perhaps,

the m.oral is that there is no "one" viivarilpa of the Lord but

whichever it be, it can arouse only terror or wonder, not love or

friendship which alone can blossom when the vision'is delimited

to the human form. Love is a human emotion felt only in the

human context, but it has an immanent ideal, which aii bhakti

seeks as its ult imate end.
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The analogr is not entirely forced, even though there is

little evidence to show that the GoG ever wanted to seek or lind

K{qng after he left Vrindabana. The sort of love they had for him

could hardly be sustained outside the 'closed' world which

nourished it and let it grow to absolute purity. The fact that the

Gopis were already married made the situation more

romantically poignant, though there is hardly any evidence that

their husbands were 'resentful' or jealous because of their love

for Krs,na. Rather, they all seemed to have 'connived' at it, if

such a word can be used to describe the situation.

There is, of course, some evidence from the South which

suggests that at best one of the GopTs named Nappin Nayi was

married to Krsna. But such attempts remained orily marginal

and never formed the hard core of the relationship which the

GopTs in general and Radha in particular symbolized for the

bhakti tradition in India. It was the parakiya character of the

relationship which became paradigmatic, even though there is

little evidence to show that the fact of their being 'married' stood

in the way of their relationship with Krsna.

The love of Krsla for the Gopis has nothing to do with the

parkiga bhaua which cam to be cultivated and valued in the

bhakti tradition and theoretically eiaborated by the Goswamis

after caitanya gave a new turn to the movement in India. As for

the parakiyh bhdua about which Dr. Mukund Lath has written,
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it obviously could not have been there as Krsna was not married

during his Vrindavan days. The perfect matching of the true

relationship regarded as ideal for the fostering and cultivation of

the emotion of love would perhaps occur if both the parties to

the relationship happened to be married or, better still, be in the

situation depicted in Romeo and Juliet by Shakespeare. But, the

notion of parakigd and parakigla will have to be given a wider

interpretation than has been done until now.

The idea that the emotion of love can only achieve its

utmost intensity when there are formidable obstacles in the way

of being one with the loved one, or that it flowers only in

separation, is met with in all the literatures of the world and the

literature on bhakti in India seems only to have cultivated and

developed it more than an5rwhere else in the world. Yer, in the

context of the cultivation of bhakti, it raises a problem which, as

far as I know, has never been seen in the tradition.

Bhakti, as is well known, is not confined to what is called'

" md"dlturya" bhakti or the one that is symbolized in the relation

of Radha and the Gopis to Krsna aione. It has other tbrrns

which are equally valid. But none of the bhaktas require for

their intensive cultivation, the modality of separation or the

existence of obstacles, whether social or otherwise, for the

emotion to deepen and activate that passionate intensiry which

it wouid never have without that. In act, the term 'passionate
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intensity' seems somehow inappropriate in their context. Who

would ever think of 'friendly relations' or motherly love, or the

relation of a servant to a master in those terms? The English

equivalents hardly convey the modalities of bhakti that are

conveyed by the terms 'sakhga' or 'udtsalga' or 'dfrsga'; there

can be little doubt that the whole drama invoked by the terms,

'uiraha' and'parakiiA'is totally absent from them.

There is, however, another difference which has hardly

been noticed in the writings on the bhakti traditions of India.

None of the various forms of bhakti, except the one that is found

preeminently amongst the Gofis, requires the intense

cultivation and development of separation from the Lord.

Rather, they want to be utith the one towards whom they have

these relationships and would like to cultivate threm further.

There are, of course, deep, internai differences between these

relationships and we need not go into them as they do not affect

the basic difference which all of them share in respect to the

mV(hurga relationship, as pointed out above.

The problem is complicated by the fact that neither Nanda

or Vqp6dd or any other piaymates of Krsna seek him after he

has left Vrindavan. Vatasalya perhaps ceases when one is no

longer a child and grows up into adulthood, but can.one say the

same thing about the parental relationship? Do not parents

normally continue to be fond of their children and want to see
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them at least occasionally even after they have grown up? There

is also a converse relationship and one has to ask not only why

yos6da did not try to find him or call him, but why KrsTa did

not do so either? The Gopls are at least remembered as

Uddhava is sent to them, not so much for consolation as for

teaching him what real bhakti is and how it is greater than all

the wisdom and knowledge that he cherished.

The obvious objection to all this is that the very

presuppositions of our formulation are totally mistaken: we are

treating characters in a literary creation as if they were actual

persons and asking questions which are meaningful only with

respect to the latter and not to the former. But even if this is

accepted, the question remains as to why the literary

imagination chose to pursue a certain ideal in the cultivation of

bhakti and not others. Or, why the others even when they

actually existed, gradually became secondary and were soon

almost completely forgotten. After all, there u.ras the Krsla of

the Mahdbharata and everybody knew about him, as the story

of that epic is as central to the imaginative tradition of India as

the Ramayana is supposed to be. Yet, the {rtmad Bhdguada

replaced the Krsna of the Mahhbh6rata by deliberately ignoring

the later life of K{qr,^ and invoking the early life of his childhood

and youth for which there was little warrant in the other early

work. There was, therefore, a freedom to interpret and develop it

in the way one liked and it is both interesting and instructive to
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see how the author of the Sftm ad Bhdguada did, it. He subtly

interwove the innocent playful theme of childhood and the

enchanting eroticism of youth with the cosmic presence and

piay of the divine in such a way that the two got inextricably

intertwined in a manner that is not found in any other

civilization.

The cosmic and devotional background which

preponderates and pervades the Siimad Bh6"guad.a, however,

gradually recedes into the background in the subsequent

literature which is devoted to the early life of KlgT" and the

erotic element, already legitimized by it takes over and there

remains little to distinguish between this and the other love

poems except the name of the hero and heroine. The Gia

Gouinda is a classic example in this connection aq it provides

the model for all subsequent work that is written on this theme.

T}re Sftm-ad BLfrguada itself had provided a basis for this in its

well-known Ud"d.haua-Gofr Samuada where Kl:+r is not only

portrayed in purely erotic terms but also depicted as the

eternally inconstant male ever seeking new loves just for their

own sake. Yet, the Gop1s at least should have known that Krsna

could not have been otherwise for, if he had been different, he

would have been loved by onty one of the Gopis and not all of

them. In fact, wherever Kfgla is, the Copis are bound to be as

he is conceived to be ever-loving ar-rd loving without

discrimination, provided the others love him completely and
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without reservation and belong to the gender to which Gopis

belonged. It is surprising, therefore, that one does not hear of

Copis outside Vrndavana and that they not only did not ever

leave it, but inspired no one else to be like them in their own

lives"

The {rimad Bhdguadn self-consciously attempts to

supersede the KTg*" of the Mah6bhlrata by denigrating the

whole of the later work itself, as even after composing it, its

author had found no peace and found himself to be totally

distracted. The Nirada-Vydsa episode at the very beginning of

the work is not just a clever rhetorical device or what may be

called arthaudd.a in the MImEmsE sense. It is there to make

Vy6sa see the futility of his dharma-centric reflection and the

drama of the conflict between dharma and adharma on a grand

epic scale unparalled in world literature. The world of socio-

political action was once again relegated to meaninglessness

and unreality. The enterprise of the {nmaa Bh-aguad"a was far-

reaching as it continued with the Advaitic denigration of the

world of action and created that deep distrust of the life of

action which the Upanisadic and S?amana traditions had long

cultivated and fostered in India. The non-Advaitic Vedantic

ac5ryas from Ya-muna to Vallabha did little to redeem the

situation. Around the beginning of the second millenium A.D.

there occurred one of the greatest movement that has taken

place in the life of any civilizatron. The denial of the importance
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of the life of action appears unchallenged, at least in the

philosophical works produced in those tiems. There was, of

course, the old sm'arta tradition which continued to stress the

values of living in the world of family and society. Besides this,

there is some evidence of a conscious revival of the Vedic

tradition as evidenced in the Vijayanagar empire and even

earlier by a number of new commentaries on the Vedas that

began to be written during the time. There is also the additional

evidence from the legal texts, particularly the Nibandha

literature, which shows a spectacular increase from this period

onwards. All this evidence, however, has yet to be critically

examined and evaluated, particularly against the background of

the vast political changes that first start to occur in North India

around 1200 A.D. and extend to the south, though never

engulfing the whole of what is at present known as 'lndia' at any

one time.

The exact balance between the two trends is difficult to

determine. The same is true regarding the interaction and

relationship between the two. But it would not be unfair to say

that after the appearance, first of the Shmad Bhdguad"a and

then of the Glta Gouinda there was a remarkabie shift in the

religious and spiritual atmosphere in India so that even such a

great Advaitin like Madhusudana Saraswati, as pointed out

earlier felt like saying "Krsnat param kimapi tattua ah am na

jane". But, which Krsna? Certainly, not the Krsna of the
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l{lah6bh6rata, but only the, one of whom Caitanya sang; that is,

the one for whom R5dha pined in separation and eternally

longed for. Ridha lived perpetually in the remembrance of the

memory of their union but did not make the slightest effort to

see that it was realized and actualized once again as in the Glta

Gouinda which focuses on the centralitv of union rather than

separation in love.

The dta Gouind"a, however, did more than this. In the

opening verses it summarised the long prelude spread over nine

cantos in the S{imad. Bhaguad.a describing the various aua{dras

of the Lord, skipping all the childhood scenes of the tenth canto,

and concentrating on the episode with the Gofi:s, making Rddha

the central figure, and taking over the whole paraphernalia of

Bharata's Ndtya S'A"tro especially in the context of {rngara rasa

along with the subtleties introduced by the Kdma Sitra and the

Alamkura S'dstra. A masterpiece was produced, blending poetry

and music in such a way that the diverse emotions involved in

an intensely felt passionate love could be depicted through

dance which concretized the whole thing as a ' l iving presence'

before the enraptured audience.

Poetry, music and dance, however, have a dramatic

underpinning in the Gita Gouind.a which is introduced by the

element of the jealously which is felt by R6dha in respect ro the

other Gop-is whom Krsna loves. In the Srimad- Bhd.quad"a tbe
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Gopi" do not show any such internal jealously amongst

themselves. In fact, the whole relationship amongst the Gopis

and Krsna would become impossible if there were any such

feeling. They, of course, reveal such feelings in the Uddhaua-gopT

Sainudda, but it is only in respect to the women of Mathura who

know more about the ways of enticing men than those who

know only the rural ways of Gokul and Nandagaon. They are,

thus, outside the circle of GopTs amongst whom no such feeling

could ever be entertained, as that would break the enchanted

magical circle of the rdsa and destroy it by mutual bickerings

and suspicion.

The closest feeling that is depicted in the Slrimad" Bhlaguada

to jealousy is the one that the Gofls evince for the preferred one

whom KfF+. takes along with him when he disappears from

amongst their midst. But it is a feeling of envy rather than

jealousy as they all feel that she, the preferred one, must have

adored, worshipped and loved him more and so she became the

chosen one. Yet, just as she was forsaken because of feeling the

same pride that they had felt at being the chosen ones of the

Lord, they all ultimately are cured of their pride, and so the

famous rd.sa begins in the light of the full autumn moon where

everything blooms and bursts with love.

The whole episode occupies only live chapters of the tenth

canto (2gtn to 33.d) and consists of just 174 slokas out of 18,000
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which constitute the whole of {rimad BLfaguad.a. Yet, inspite of

this negligible proportion, the incidence has been treated as the

central message of the whole work and the pivot around which

the story revolves. This might have had some justification if the

story had ended there but, as everyone knows, Kfgl" leaves

both Vrndivana and Gokula for ever, moves to Mathura and

then Dwarka and marries many a time and takes part in the

political events of his time. For him, it is a passing episode, even

if it is not so for the God" and the other playmates of his

Vrndivana days. But the fact that it is this episode along with

those relating to other childhood pranks, which have captured

the imagination of succeeding generations speaks volumes for

the understanding of the development of bhakti as a purusdrtha

in the Indian tradition. It is the udtsalga and the mddhurya

which dominate the life of feeling, and it is these that have to be

cultivated in relation to the Lord, as he alone can be the

adequate alambanafor the enhancement of emotions.

Ultimately, the message of the Gofr episode in the Sfrmad"

Bhaguada is that the ideai of love is the loving state of

consciousness which can only be cultivated through a constant

remembrance of and dwelling in the memory of those moments

which one fortunately had with the person one loved. It is the

imaginative reliving and embroidering of those subtie shades of

consciousness which lie between the anticipation and

fulfilment. In the words of the Slrimad. Bhdguad.a, "gQrT R{qt i€
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qq oilFfrrr cf,frt dqi q q derT nd' l]FrfesfdrRtB5ll (3T?4RI 47,

Eqrq w?q)

The imagined world is more 'real' as far as the realm of

feelings is concerned than the so-called 'real'world which alone

is supposed to be the object of the cognitive enterprise of man.

The perennial attraction of the former is an evidence of this.

But such a view of Bhakti assumes that one had the

experience in the remembrance of which one lives and which is

imaginatively recreated in diverse ways that become as, or even

more 'real', than that which was originally experienced, The

Gopis were fortunate in this as they had at least some time with

KTgl. before he left VrEndavana forever. This, however, is not

the case with other ordinary mortals, unless we share with Plato

and Abhinavagupta the idea that we all were Gopis in some

transcendent Vrndlvana where we sported with him. The

remembrance of the transcendent episode, whethertrue or not,

was rediscovered by those 174 verses of the {rimaa Bh6.guad"a,

and the Gofrs' experience as described therein became the

model for the experience to be relived and imaginatively

recreated by the devotees who came after them in this world.

The creation and re-creation of that 'experience' in myriad forms

not only in the Cita Gouinda but also in other innumerable

works after it, is the story of the development of bhakti as a

purugartha in the Indian tradition. It is the story of the
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elaboration of a purusartha in the realm of feeling, in terms of

an ideal value immanent in it, as against the purusErthas

involved in the realms of 'knowing'and killing'.

The story of the development of the exploration of each of

these purusirthas, their conflict and their inter-relationship is

yet to be written; so also is the investigation of the uniqueness

of the Indian exploration in these domains of human seeking

when seen in a comparative perspective of what was sought in

those very domains in other cultures and civilizations.

All these are, however, primarily concerned with issues

pertaining to the history of thought in this domain. The more

fundamental philosophical problems, on the other hand, relates

to the relationship that holds between the 'experience'and the
'object' in the modalities known as 'knowing', 'feeling', and

killing'. K.C. Bhattacharya and, following him, Kalidas

Bhattacharyd, have explored this in great depth and detail. But

their observations have not been subjected to criticai scrutiny or

developed further by subsequent thinkers in this country. one

of the interesting suggestions made by them in this regard

relates to the fact that in feeling the experiencing consciousness

wants to become totally 'free' of the 'object' so that it does not

depend on it for its being what it is. This, of course, would be

true only of those states of consciousness which are primarily

experienced as positive in character. The 'experiencing
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consciousness' is itself regarded as intrinsically valuable and its

dependence on an object which is essentially independent of it

is felt as a limitation which is to be absolutelv overcome if

moksa in this realm is to be achieved.

Was it, then, that GopTs symbolized the quest for ultimate

liberation in the realm of feeling, which was called 'bhakti' in the

tradition? And, is the supersession of the KIg{r" of the

Mahabharata is a supersession of dharma as a .purusartha

where the ideal of freedom was to be achieved through the

practice of niskdma karma as propounded in the ditaZ the

opening of the Shmad. Bhd.guad"a suggests something like this

and the bhakti tradition has never known what to do with the

moral dimension of consciousness where the feeling of

obligatoriness towards the'other' reigns supreme.

The immanent ideal involved in seeking complete freedom

from all dependence on the object in the realm of feeling finds

its culmination in the idea of Aduaita bhakti, though it has

seidom been seen in this way. Yet, if the puruslrtha of bhakti is

to become completely free of the 'object', even in its imagined

form, then it suggests that man is never satisfied with the 'real'

world revealed to him by his cognitive enterprise. He uses this

cognitive knowledge of the world primarily to gain mastery over

it so that he may rebuild it nearer to his heart's desire. Bur

whatever he does is l imited and constrained bv the causai



nexus ln whrch lt exlsts. I he art "ob.;ect" rs also situated in this world"
bLrt it touches it only marginally and tangentially and varies in different
art-forins.

The freedom u'hich man seeks from the space-time causality nexus
in vvhicir biological l i fe is ' l ived' and to which it  is necessari ly a subject
1-q. h6r,ver.uer. cnly parlially achieved through these art-creations, as the
,,r 'crld of feelings cne desires, cr aspires to have, is st i l l  too closely
depende nt r-rpon and bound up with the 'object' tirat is created. To free
'.:ne se ii e ve n fi'om that bondage, one i.vould like to live in a worid of
i';ciincs lrilici-r is a eompieteli, autoi'l*:nous. self-subsistent and seif-
suff=rcient. This is the purusdrthawhich the ideal af bhakti seems to
seek in tire inciian traditicn and the GopTs seem to symbolize to the
j: i i lest possibie extent. Thc ;:oute to such independence was soughi
ihrcugh nure itlagination, ecrinpietely free frcm a-ii-biosocialconstraints
ri 'space , t ime and causality. But no ideai is ever completely achieved
al-.,clthere is al..vays a elrallenge ta explore and articuiate the purusarlha
,,i' irieli aicne r'iake s iiie r.vcnh living at the hurnan level.


